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Whether Winter, Spring, Summer, or Fall – Holly Celebrates them all. Holly loves a celebration,

and all her days are HOLLY-Days. Holly eagerly awaits each Holly-Day and celebrates with

enthusiasm and verve.Holly Celebrates Passoveris Book Four of the Holly Celebrates Series.

In Holly Celebrates Passover, Holly and her family hold a warm and welcoming Passover

Seder as they recount the story of the Israelites and their Exodus from Pharaoh, slavery, and

bondage.Holly and her family welcome all who are hungry to come eat, as they read from the

Haggadah, sing Passover songs, and eat matzah ball soup.

About the AuthorMarc Brown is the creator of the bestselling Arthur Adventure book series and

codeveloper of the children’s PBS television series Arthur. He has also created a second book

series, featuring D.W., Arthur’s little sister, as well as numerous other books for children. Marc

Brown lives with his family on Martha’s Vineyard.From School Library JournalPreSchool-Grade

3-Read by author Marc Brown.Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.ReviewPraise for the Arthur series:The

books that inspired the multiple Emmy Award Winning children's TV series* "Sure-fire appeal

for the primary grade set, as well as Arthur addict of all ages." �School Library Journal, (starred

review) "Brown's sweet, colorful illustrations sparkle with humor and child appeal, and his

message comes through loud and clear." �Booklist --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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HappyLife, “Informative Children's Book About Passover. We enjoy teaching our children about

all types of holidays and cultures. This accessible children’s book, with its lyrical verse, helps

explain Passover and how it’s celebrated and why. I would recommend this book!”

Isabel, “Beautifully written. This wonderful book is inclusive and wonderfully written. The writer,

provides a beautiful lyrical rhyme of Passover and educates the reader(s) on the holiday. I love

this book and would recommend it to anyone and everyone!!”

jonathan case, “A Great Child's Introduction to the Festival of Freedom. This book has colorful

depictions, and is an impressive retelling of the story of the Exodus. Here is a lovely

introduction to the idea and ideal of freedom. The liberation of the Israelites from the tyrant

Pharaoh is the paradigm for all movements for freedom and equality through the epochs. This

child's introduction to Passover tells the vital importance of freedom, which is timeless. Do not

miss this opportunity to teach your children today. Buy this book”

The book by Kimberly Kendall-Drucker has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided

feedback.
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